Mast cells are required for optimal autoreactive T cell responses in a murine model of multiple sclerosis.
Once considered to be of sole importance in allergy and parasitic infections, the role of mast cells in other pathologic and protective immune responses is becoming increasingly evident. We previously demonstrated that mast cells contribute to the severity of EAE, the rodent model of multiple sclerosis. Here we show that one mode of mast cell action is through effects on the autoreactive T cell response. Early indices of both peripheral CD4 and CD8 T cell activation, including IFN-gamma production and increases in CD44 and CD11a expression, are attenuated in mast cell-deficient (W/Wv) mice after myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein(35-55) priming when compared to WT animals. Reduced infiltrates of activated T cells in the central nervous system are also observed. Importantly, selective repletion of the mast cell compartment restores most T cell responses in the lymph nodes and the central nervous system, correlating with reconstitution of severe disease. The adoptive transfer of WT-derived encephalitogenic T cells results in significantly less severe disease in W/Wv recipients, indicating that mast cells also exert potent effects after the initial T cell response is generated. Our data provide the first in vivo evidence that mast cells can significantly influence T cell responses and suggest that mast cells exacerbate disease during both the inductive and effector phases.